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Powerhouse Marketing Plans: 14 Outstanding Real-Life Plans and What You Can Learn from Them to Supercharge Your Own CampaignsAMACOM, 2004
Without a great marketing plan, even the world’s best product will sit on the shelves.  Powerhouse Marketing Plans gives you the tools you need to create a dynamic and successful campaign, showing you how to drive the sales of your products in the stratosphere using the same proven strategies of well-known companies who’ve...
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Show Me Microsoft Office Access 2003Que, 2003
Microsoft Office Access 2003 provides powerful new tools with which to manage data, find and retrieve information faster than ever, share information, and integrate solutions with server side products. Access 2003 incorporates some of the latest technologies such as XML and Microsoft SharePoint to extend data exchange over an intranet or the...
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Legacy of Secrecy: The Long Shadow of the JFK AssassinationCounterpoint, 2008

	John F. Kennedy's assassination launched a frantic search to find his killers. It also launched a flurry of covert actions by Lyndon Johnson, Robert F. Kennedy, and other top officials to hide the fact that in November 1963 the United States was on the brink of invading Cuba, as part of a JFK-authorized coup. The coup plan's...
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Activist Business EthicsSpringer, 2004
“The truth can wait, for it lives a long life”
(Arthur Schopenhauer, German philosopher, 1788-1860)

The philosopher Schopenhauer believed in the eventual triumph of truth, despite the disappointments engendered by his indifferent contemporaries. Two centuries later, we live in a time of accelerated changes, and we do not...
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How Does One Cut a Triangle?Springer, 2009
How Does One Cut a Triangle? is a work of art, and rarely, perhaps never, does one find the talents of an artist better suited to his intention than we find in Alexander Soifer and this book.       

—Peter D. Johnson, Jr.

This delightful book considers and solves many problems in dividing...
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Global Mobile : Connecting without walls, wires, or bordersPeachpit Press, 2005
With the proliferation of Wi-Fi hotspots and advances in mobile-phone technology, there aren't many excuses today for not being in contact with your friends, family and business associates when you travel. Using just your laptop computer and cell phone, you can stay connected from all around the globe. But not so fastdo you...
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Show Me Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003Que, 2003
This book provides concise step-by-step instructions that show you "how" to accomplish a task. Each set of instructions include illustrations that directly correspond to the easy-to-read steps. Also included in the text are timesavers, tables, and sidebars to help you work more efficiently or to teach you more in-depth information. A...
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Encyclopedia of the Solar System, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2006
Long before Galileo published his discoveries about Jupiter, lunar craters, and the Milky Way in the Starry Messenger in 1610, people were fascinated with the planets and stars around them.  That interest continues today, and scientists are making new discoveries at an astounding rate.  Ancient lake beds on Mars, robotic spacecraft missions, and...
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Material Substructures in Complex Bodies: From Atomic Level to ContinuumElsevier Limited, 2007
Stringent industrial requirements for sophisticated performance and circumstantial control of microdevices or nanotechnology manufacturing, and other types of machinery at multiple scales, require complex materials. The adjective 'complex' indicates that the substructure influences gross mechanical behaviour in a prominent way and interactions due...
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The Million Dollar Sale: How to Get to the Top Decision Makers and Close the Big SaleMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	How to reach the real decision makers and close the all-important sale


	How do today's most successful sales professionals close multimillion-dollar deals? They do it by teaming up with "Codebreakers"-- sales reps from noncompeting firms already doing millions of dollars of business with target clients.

...
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Photographers: A Sourcebook for Historical ResearchCarl Mautz Publishing, 2000
Completely revised edition, featuring Richard Rudisill's Directories of Photographers, an annotated international bibliography, and six new essays on photography research. Included are David Haynes' "how to" essay expanded to include new resources provided by the advent of the computer and the World Wide Web); Linda Ries' sequel to her...
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Using Mac OS X Snow LeopardQue, 2010

	This book delivers a state-of-the-art, customized Snow Leopard learning experience to every user. It integrates outstanding step-by-step guidance and real-life examples with easy-to-use online content - including how-to screencasts, instructor videos, podcasts, and more. Leading computer trainer Yvonne Johnson covers...
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